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methods, the inevitable path of the future in water
supply
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Although science hasmade great strides in recent years, access to freshwater remains amajor challenge for

humanity due to water shortage for two-thirds of the world's population. Limited access to fresh water

becomes more difficult due to the lack of natural resources of water. Many of these resources are also

contaminated by human activities. Many attempts have been made to harvest water from the

atmosphere, and condensation systems have received much attention. One of the challenges in

generation systems is the high consumption energy of the cooling feed, despite the generation of large

amounts of water from the atmosphere. As other airborne contaminants condense with water vapor, the

water after harvesting needs to be treated, which adds to construction and maintenance costs. Also, the

need for high relative humidity in condensation systems has led scientists to find ways of atmospheric

water harvesting at low relative humidity and use renewable energy sources. Sorption systems can

absorb atmospheric water without the need for an energy supply and spontaneously. Desiccants such as

silica gel and zeolite, due to their high affinity for water, can absorb water vapor in the air through

physical or physicochemical bonding, but all of these have slow adsorption kinetics. Therefore, it takes

a long time for the water harvesting cycle or they are not able to absorb water at low relative humidity,

and others need a lot of energy for the water desorption phase. Metal–Organic Frameworks (MOF) are

porous materials that, due to their special structure, are considered the most promising material for

atmospheric water harvesting at low relative humidity. MOF-303 has been identified as the most efficient

material to date and can harvest 0.7 liters of water per kilogram of MOF-303 at 10% RH and 27 °C. MOFs

can harvest atmospheric water even in desert areas using only solar energy, and the water produced is

drinkable and does not need to be treated. In this review, systems and methods of atmospheric water

harvesting will be studied and compared and then the mechanism of adsorption and desorption in

sorption systems will be discussed in detail.
1 Introduction

Despite the rapid growth of science, access to fresh and potable
water remains a fundamental challenge for humanity. Limited
access to fresh water becomes more difficult due to a lack of
natural resources, such as lakes, rivers, and groundwater. Many
of these resources are also contaminated by human activities.1

Water used by humans is supplied from various sources aer its
treatment. These sources include groundwater (aquifer),
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surface water (river, dam, and lake), or seas aer desalination.
Saltwater Oceans, seas, and groundwater make up about 97% of
all water on Earth. And only 2.5% of the available water is fresh,
most of it is in glaciers and the form of ice and snow in the
North and South poles. There is 0.5% fresh groundwater and
soil moisture, and less than 0.01% as surface water in lakes,
swamps, and rivers. Freshwater lakes contain about 87% of
fresh water, of which 29% is in the Great Lakes of Africa, 22% in
Lake Baikal in Russia, 21% in the Great Lakes of North America,
and 14% in other lakes. Air also contains 0.04% water.2 Signif-
icant increases in water consumption have led to severe water
shortages in many parts of the world, and approximately 4
billion people face severe water shortages for at least one month
a year.3 Climate change and the severity of drought due to
changes in precipitation patterns and rising temperatures are
also effective factors in reducing freshwater resources.4 In
general, water scarcity is divided into two categories, physical
and economic. Physical water shortages usually occur due to
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307 | 10273
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a lack of sufficient water resources to meet basic needs. While
the lack of economic water is due to the lack of mechanisms and
infrastructure to access water resources.5 Due to the freshwater
crisis, there is a growing interest in the desalination process,
and saltwater desalination technologies are expanding.
Currently, water sources for desalination processes include
seawater, groundwater, surface water, and saline wastewater.6

In areas where there is no freshwater at ground level, freshwater
from rainfall may be deposited on saline groundwater due to its
lower density. And can be a source of freshwater needed. When
it rains, the water owing on the ground gradually disappears
and settles below the ground inside the soil and the pores in the
rocks. Groundwater aquifers or aquifers are parts of the earth's
crust whose holes or pores are saturated with water. Usually, the
pores and holes of the rocks are lled with water due to
continuous rainfall and stop there when they reach an imper-
meable surface like clay rocks. And is manifested in the form of
various springs on the ground.7 It is estimated that eight to ten
million cubic kilometers of fresh groundwater are the share of
total freshwater on Earth.8 Today, due to the lack of fresh water,
the importance of groundwater has increased more than
before.9 On the other hand, improper use of groundwater
resources, the salinity of these resources, and even industrial
and agricultural pollution are among the important challenges
to maintaining groundwater quality.10 Also, the formation time
of groundwater aquifers is very long, and depending on the
depth and other characteristics of these aquifers, they can vary
from centuries to thousands of years. Therefore, survival and
sustainable development in arid areas directly depend on
effective management to maintain healthy quality and accept-
able groundwater levels.11 Improper extraction of groundwater
has led to lower groundwater levels. Also, pollutants that enter
groundwater under the inuence of waste washing help to
disperse pollutants in an aquifer and aer being infected,
aquifer recovery is not easy.12 One way to compensate for water
shortages is to reuse contaminated water. Water pollution var-
ies in terms of quantity and type of pollutants based on the
source of water consumption.13 In the case of domestic waste-
water, such as toilet water and household cleaning water, such
as washing clothes, etc., the concentration of pollutants is low
compared to toilet water, and so it is called “gray water”. Toilet
water, on the other hand, is highly polluted water that is rich in
organic matter such as feces and urine, which contains micro-
organisms such as bacteria, viruses and various parasites. This
water is known as “black water”.14 Gray water can be used for
things like irrigating green spaces or providing moisture to
greenhouses.15 Gray water usually contains some human waste
and is therefore not free of pathogens. Gray water quality can
deteriorate rapidly during the storage process because it is oen
a warm environment and contains some nutrients and organic
matter (such as dead skin cells) as well as pathogens. Stored
gray water also has an unpleasant odor.16 Another method of
compensating for water shortages is the expansion of useable
water resources. Recently, special attention has been paid to
new methods and, of course, to some extent fantasy, to supply
water to individuals or families and even many models have
been commercialized. For example, solar water treatment is
10274 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307
a portable solar system that provides 20 000 liters of clean water
per day.17 Or fog collection, which is very popular in moun-
tainous areas with prolonged fog, for example on the slopes of
Mount Butmusguida, which is now the largest fog harvesting
project in the world. About 6300 liters of water can be harvested
daily by fog collectors.18–20 “Drinkable book” is another tech-
nology made from ltered paper doped with silver nano-
particles and is offered as a portable water treatment unit in
some parts of South Africa.21,22 One of the most famous tech-
nologies belongs to the life straw water lter, which with a straw
can purify up to 1000 liters of water and 99.9% of parasites and
bacteria lter the contaminated water and make it drinkable.23

In another method, researchers at the University of Singapore
used a copper complex to produce water from the air and
invented a fully intelligent solar device called a smart farm that
could use the water harvested to irrigate plants daily without
interference.24 Production of water from humidity based on
adsorbents is another method that has been commercialized
and is available from companies such as Zero Mass Water.25

Despite the breadth of different methods of water supply and
purication, still, in practice, the human focus on an industrial
scale is to use the reverse osmosis method. In recent years, the
installation and operation of seawater desalination facilities as
a tool for water supply in countries with water scarcity problems
has increased. The rst large-scale desalination plant was based
on thermal desalination, mostly in the Persian Gulf countries.
In this way, the sea water was heated and the evaporated water
was condensed to produce fresh water. Such power plants,
which are still operating in the Persian Gulf countries, consume
signicant amounts of heat and electricity, which lead to
greenhouse gas emissions. The desalinators built in the last two
decades are based on powerful Reverse Osmosis (RO) tech-
nology. Naturally, a low concentration solution tends to migrate
to a higher concentration solution. This process is called
osmosis. Reverse osmosis is an osmotic process, but in reverse.
While osmosis occurs naturally without the need for energy, to
reverse the osmosis process requires the use of energy for
a solution with high salinity. A reverse osmosis membrane is
a semi-permeable membrane that allows water molecules to
pass through. It is not possible to migrate soluble salts, organic
matter, bacteria. However, water must be pumped forward
through the semipermeable membrane using pressure. This
pressure is naturally greater than the osmotic pressure to
desalinate (ionize) water in the process.26 Reverse osmosis
technology has advanced signicantly in the last two decades
and current desalination plants can desalinate seawater with
much less energy than thermal desalination.27 Fig. 1 shows the
difference between the work of the reverse osmosis process and
the osmosis phenomenon schematically.

Reverse osmosis is currently the least used technology for
seawater desalination and is a benchmark for any new desali-
nation technology. However, its adverse environmental effects
can not be ignored. Desalination plants not only increase sea
salt concentrations but also damage groundwater resources. To
protect the environment, most countries have turned to envi-
ronmental impact assessments by desalination plants. Seawater
desalination plants are located along the coast to supply
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Schematic of osmosis and reverse osmosis technology.
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desalinated water to the people of the area. The construction of
desalination plants will affect coastal areas. By leaking water
pipes, this method can contaminate groundwater aquifers. The
high concentration of salt in the brine and several chemical
products used in the desalination process is returned to the sea
and affects the marine ecosystem.28 The Persian Gulf is sur-
rounded by desalination plants and about 50% of the world's
seawater desalination capacity, 24 plants, is located in the
Persian Gulf. Most of these plants discharge saltwater effluent
into the Persian Gulf. As a result, they increase the salinity of the
Persian Gulf and endanger the life of aquatic animals.29

Sadhwania et al. studied the destructive environmental
impact of ve desalination plants in Spain. Focusing on case
studies in the Canary Islands, suggested that the effects of salt-
water discharge on the marine environment could be worse in
the Mediterranean than in other regions. As can be seen in the
image, the brine discharge from the RO unit is directly at the
coastline.28 In addition, the study of the environmental effects
of seawater desalination at the outlet of a desalination plant in
Bahrain showed that the temperature difference between the
discharged salt water and the environment is relatively large,
reaching 20 °C. The simulated temperatures in the outlet area
showed that the temperature increased approximately 37
minutes aer a distance of 350 m. Reaches ambient tempera-
ture and aer a distance of about 390 meters, and about 41
minutes, increased salinity decreases to sea water salinity.30

Apart from the environmental damage of the desalination
plants, this technology can only be used for coastal areas. As
a result, landlocked and rural areas in developing countries are
unable to benet from desalination due to limited water
transportation and nancial and infrastructural factors. To
solve the problem of water scarcity in remote areas that have
neither infrastructure nor sufficient economic resources, utili-
zation of decentralized water production systems can be one of
the promising solutions.31 We have also seen an increase in
natural disasters around the world in the last century. With
disasters such as oods and earthquakes, local water, sewage
and electricity networks are disrupted and can no longer be
used. Therefore, providing safe and drinkable drinking water is
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
a priority to prevent the spread of water-borne diseases. Delivery
of drinking water through water tanks or small containers may
also be delayed due to damage or road traffic. In this context,
decentralized water production can also be considered. Emer-
gency water production technology must be safe, reliable and
independent of water and electricity networks to be able to use
them in the affected areas.32 One of the most promising water
production technologies is Atmospheric Water Harvesting
(AWH). The AWH method is a reliable solution for supplying
drinking water to affected, remote and poor areas. Because
most decentralized methods can be used with low production
costs and also solar heat can be used as an energy source.31 In
this article, aer a comprehensive review of past and present
water supply methods, methods of harvesting water from air are
reviewed and parameters affecting water harvesting from air
humidity and the world's potential to produce water from
humidity has been carefully studied. Condensation methods,
using different cooling methods, have been considered as one
of the competing methods of producing water from air
humidity. The methods of physical adsorption and physico–
chemical absorption are also briey described. By reviewing
different methods of water harvesting from air using advanced
absorbents, metal organic frameworks were found to be one of
the best options for supplying water from humidity in the future
of mankind. According to studies, it has been shown that these
methods can soon nd a special place in providing an impor-
tant part of water needed by humans.
2 Atmospheric water harvesting

As mentioned, the Atmospheric Water Harvesting (AWH) can
provide drinking water in places that are not connected to the
centralized water network, such as relief in disasters, villages,
military expenditures and other program.32 Atmospheric water
contains 14% of the water stored in lakes and rivers and is
available worldwide without piping or dams.33 Human focus on
water has becomemuchmore serious in recent decades. First of
all, international studies show changing societies' approaches
to new issues, in this regard, we can understand with a deep
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307 | 10275



Fig. 3 Atmospheric water harvesting methods.
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look at the strategic human approach to the issue of water and
its supply methods. Fig. 2 shows the number of articles related
to atmospheric water harvesting. As can be seen, the number of
articles on atmospheric water harvesting has increased
dramatically in recent years.

The starting point for extensive research on the production
of water from humidity is the paper byWahlgren et al.34 In 2001,
he published a review of past scattered articles on methods of
air humidity absorption. In his article, Walgren likened the
production of atmospheric water to the construction of internal
combustion engines in the late 19th century and stated that as
the evolution of the gasoline engine made it possible to travel
further, provided population dispersion and better living
conditions, the evolution of AWH can also enable people to live
comfortably in arid and dehydrated areas and reduce the water
shortage crisis facing million. In the same year, Parker et al.35

inspired by nature to produce atmospheric water, studied water
uptake by desert beetles and showed that to collect water from
fog, it used the technology of combining hydrophilic and
hydrophobic points. This type of beetle, to survive, it collects
drinking water from the morning fog on its back. First, the fog
drops are placed on the hydrophilic spots, then, by accumu-
lating and forming large droplets, water reaches the hydro-
phobic area and heads down and moves to the head of the
desert beetle. In 2017, Kim et al.36 revolutionized AWH tech-
nology. They designed a device that could produce water from
the air using solar heat using MOFs at a relative humidity of
20% and a temperature of 60%. They used zirconium-based
MOF-801 and was able to produce 0.2 liters of water per kilo-
gram of MOF per day. The beginnings of research on MOFs as
dehumidiers go back to a study by Canivet et al.,37 who pub-
lished a review article in 2014 and fully explained the stability of
the muffs against moisture and suggested the use of zirconium-
based MOFs to absorb water due to its stability in moisture and
high porosity. To date, various methods for atmospheric water
Fig. 2 Graph the number of articles per year about water harvesting from
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harvesting have been proposed, which can be divided into two
main methods of condensation and sorption categories. In this
review, atmospheric water harvesting methods are reviewed as
shown in Fig. 3.

2.1 Parameters affecting

The amount of water in the air is determined by three main
parameters including relative humidity, air temperature and
total atmospheric pressure. Given that the atmospheric pres-
sure is equal to 101.325 kPa, the relationships between these
three parameters are presented in Fig. 4. The amount of water
vapor per unit volume of air is called absolute humidity and the
air. Data is extracted from articles published in the Scopus database.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 The relationship between relative humidity, temperature and
moisture content in the air.
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ratio of absolute humidity at a certain temperature to saturated
humidity at the same temperature is called relative humidity
(RH). It is important to emphasize that the process of producing
water from air humidity requires less energy when the humidity
is high. The most suitable atmospheric conditions for extract-
ing water from the air are hot and humid (Fig. 4).38

For generations, we need electricity to power the cooling
source for vapor compression cycle (VCC) or thermoelectric
cooling (TEC). The temperature of the cooling source must be
lower than the dew point temperature of the system air to
condense the water vapor. The performance of the system is
evaluated by two indicators, the water harvesting rate (WHR)
and the unit power consumption (UPC), which are dened as
follows.

WHR ¼ mw

hr
(1)

UPC ¼ P

mw

(2)

In the above relationships, WHR is mass of water produced
per hour in kg h−1 and UPC is power consumption per unit
mass of water produced in kW h kg−1. Higher WHR and lower
UPC are desirable, because it means that more water can be
obtained at a certain time and to produce the same amount of
water requires less electricity consumption.39 The performance
of water production systems is evaluated under various opera-
tional and design parameters such as sunlight, air temperature,
relative humidity and air mass ow rate. The effect of these
parameters on system performance and water harvesting rate
(WHR) and the unit power consumption (UPC) is signicant.
The highest water production, as expected, is in hot and humid
climates where sunlight, ambient temperature and relative
humidity are high.
2.2 Potential of the world

The potential of different parts of the world to atmospheric
water harvesting varies and depends on the dew point of that
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
area. Because to atmospheric water harvesting, we have to lower
the air temperature below the dew point, and this causes the
humidity to condense and produce water. The lower the dew
point, the less energy is needed to reach below the dew point
and eventually condense the humidity. As shown in Fig. 5, the
dew point varies in different parts of the world as well as in
different months of the year. However, a temperature range can
be specied for the dew point in each region and estimated the
amount of energy required to atmospheric water harvesting.

Atmospheric water harvesting with air mass ow rate (MFR)
shows non-uniform behavior.40 The variations in water
produced as a function of air mass ow rate are presented in
Fig. 6 for different amounts of solar radiation. At low air
velocities, air can cool in the vicinity of the cooler to lower
temperatures, which increases the difference between the inlet
and outlet humidity ratios. On the other hand, at high mass air
ow rates, the evaporator must deal with more air mass and the
difference between the humidity of the outlet air and the inlet
air will be less. At some point in between, there is an optimal air
mass ow rate that produces the maximum amount of water.
The results show that with increasing solar radiation, the
system can collide with more air mass, resulting in more water
being produced.40
2.3 Condensation methods

2.3.1 Condensation methods using generation
2.3.1.1 Condensation methods using vapor compression cycle

generation. In some studies, VCC is used only for water
production, while in other studies, VCC is used for air condi-
tioning and water production. The latter is commonly used in
central cooling systems and dense water is a by-product of the
air cooling system.39 As shown in Fig. 7, generally, in the
condensation methods, the air ow enters the spiral tubes
inside a chamber with the coolant (evaporator). Inside this
chamber, the air temperature decreases to the dew point, as
a result of which water is produced. Then the dehumidied air
enters the air ow tank aer cooling and the produced water
leaves as a by-product. This system consists of four main
components including evaporator, expansion, condenser and
compressor. The circulating liquid refrigerant receives heat
from the air, lowers the temperature below the dew point,
converts the steam into liquid, and in other parts, the heat
returns to the environment.41

By examining this system, Yang et al.42 Showed that WHR is
highly dependent on the relative humidity of the incoming air.
They showed at 35 °C, when the relative humidity increases
from 20% to 40%, WHR of 0.13 kg h−1 increases to 2 kg h−1.
Zolfagharkhani et al.43 designed a small-scale sample of this
device and studied it in one of the coastal cities of southern
Iran, where the relative humidity is from 69% in May to 94% in
December. This study showed that the WHR and UPC systems
are highly dependent on ambient temperature and relative
humidity and this system is more practical for hot and humid
climates. In this study, the evaporation temperature is set at
60%. The results show that this system can produce 22–26 liters
of water per day and has a WHR from 0.92 to 1.08 kg h−1 and
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307 | 10277



Fig. 5 The potential of different parts of the world in four seasons to atmospheric water harvesting. (a) Dew point in different parts of the world in
January 2022. (b) April (c) July (d) October.

Fig. 6 Total harvested water volume flow rate (L h−1) as a function of
total air mass flow rate (kg s−1) for different solar radiation intensity (kW
m−2). Reproduced from ref. 40 with permission from International
Journal of Energy Research.
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UPC from 0.22 to 0.30 kW h kg−1. Magrini et al.44 have studied
an air conditioning system. This system has provided proper
ventilation and water generation for a hotel in Abu Dhabi. The
amount of water harvested from each unit in summer 10.2 m3

per day announced, with WHR= 425 kg h−1. When the ambient
10278 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307
humidity decreases in winter, this value to 2.5 m3 per day with
WHR = 104 kg h−1 decreased. They found that the water
generated by the VCC system was about 56.4% and meets the
hotel's daily needs and reduces the total cost of water by 19%.
One of the disadvantages of these devices is the use of chloro-
uorocarbon (CFC) refrigerants, which damage the ozone layer.
However, in recent years, new commercial gases or environ-
mentally friendly refrigerants such as R134a have been used in
these systems.45 Also, these devices should be for dew points
less than 4.5 °C be designed, which require a lot of energy for
the cooling cycle. The supply of this energy in new devices using
wind turbines and solar panels has been considered. Rain-
maker and Eolewater are two companies that use renewable
energy to produce water from humid air.46 Eolewater company
has used wind power to generate electricity and drinking water
for remote areas. The VCC, which is installed to produce water,
uses electricity generated by a wind turbine and under envi-
ronmental conditions of 24% and 45% RH, produces 1500 liters
of water per day and does not emit greenhouse gases. This
system is designed to work automatically and it has very low
maintenance costs. The Rhine Maker system uses wind energy
only to supply power to the heat pump. Low operating and
maintenance costs, exibility in different capacities, no use of
chemicals for water treatment are the features of this system.47

Research to develop wind technology to harvesting water from
air must be carefully developed based on the design of the air
turbine system. Because optimization of aerodynamic condi-
tions, design, compliance with standards, material selection
and other parameters are important in proper turbine opera-
tion. The use of wind turbines in areas with high humidity and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 Schematic of water vapor compression cycle generator.

Table 1 Information of condensation methods using VCC for harvesting water from air

System Temperature °C
Relative
humidity %

Water harvesting
rate (kg h−1)

Unit power
consumption (kW h kg−1) Reference

VCC1 35 °C 20–40% 0.13–2 0.18–2.08 42
VCC2, southern Iran 60 °C 69–94% 0.92–1.08 0.22–0.3 43
VCC, hotel in Abu Dhabi 35 °C 60% 425: Summer,

104: Winter
8.47 44

VCC3, compressor
power: 1035 W

19.4 °C,
26.7 °C

— 1.5 0.69 49

VCC4, two evaporator — 70–90% 1.5–4.2 0.64 50
VCC 40 °C 250 4.2 51
VCC, wind power Eolewater 25 °C 45% 62 — 46
VCC, wind power Rainmaker 15 °C 30% 312.5 — 47

Review RSC Advances
coastal areas should be studied more carefully. Because the
water vapor ow and the density of a thin layer on the surface of
the blades reduce the performance of the system. On the other
hand, foggy weather and frost caused by water vapor conden-
sation also lead to reduced efficiency.48 In Table 1 we can see
a summary of what was said about VCC Condensation systems.
Fig. 8 Unit power consumption (UPC) and water harvesting rate
(WHR) diagram of VCC condensation systems.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
For a better review, the 4 VCC Condensation systems are
compared with each other in terms of Water harvesting rate and
Unit power consumption in Fig. 8. The VCC1 system generated
less water than the VCC3 and VCC4 and the reason may be
related to the low relative humidity in this system, in this
experiment, it was found that the produced water is greatly
affected by the relative humidity of the incoming air and when
the relative humidity increases from 20 to 40%, the amount of
water produced from 0.13 to 2.00 kg h−1 increases. The reason
for higher energy consumption in this system than other
systems can also be related to the low relative humidity in this
study. As shown in Table 1, a wide range of power consumption
in this case is shown, which indicates a signicant reduction in
power consumption with increasing relative humidity. As
shown in Fig. 8, VCC2 and VCC4 have been tested in approxi-
mately the maximum relative humidity range. However, VCC4

generated more water than other systems, which could be due
to the use of two parallel operators in the system, which ulti-
mately generated more water. However, the impact of other
parameters such as inlet air velocity and compressor power can
not be ignored.

2.3.1.2 Condensation methods using thermoelectric cooling
generation. Thermoelectric coolers are devices that work with
direct current and consist of two different semiconductors.
TEC cooling elements work based on the Peltier effect. The
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307 | 10279



Fig. 9 Schematic of TEC-based distillation system.

Fig. 10 Unit power consumption (UPC) and water harvesting rate
(WHR) diagram of VCC condensation systems.

RSC Advances Review
Peltier effect states that when an electric current passes
through a circuit with two heterogeneous conductors, heat
energy is taken from one connection and absorbed in the other
connection, the rst gets colder and the second gets warmer.
Therefore, according to the Peltier effect, with the passage of
electric current through them, a temperature difference is
created and leads to the cooling effect.52 The volume of semi-
conductor chips is small and can effectively reduce the size of
water generators and make them more portable than VCC
systems. Therefore, TECs for designing simple systems and
portable are suitable.53 Fig. 9 shows a schematic of TEC-based
distillation system. Table 2 lists the condensation methods
using TEC for harvesting water from air. Joshi et al.54 used this
method to build a device for water harvesting from air. They
installed 10 thermoelectric coolers in a 70 cm channel and
tested it in several different weather conditions. According to
this plan, the maximum water generation was 240 ml of water
in 10 hours with a relative humidity of 90%. Also Tajeddini
et al.55 used 18 thermoelectric coolers. Using this device at
a relative humidity of 75%, water production equivalent to
26 ml per hour was reported. Jradi et al.56 generated water from
air using a solar distiller. This study was performed in humid
climate conditions of Beirut with temperature of 25 to 34% and
relative humidity of 70% to 90%. First, in a solar distiller, the
moisture content increased and then by a refrigerant channel
containing 20 TEC coolers, water vapor condensed. Solar
energy was used to supply the heat needed to evaporate, to heat
Table 2 Information of condensation methods using TEC for harvesting

System Temperature °C Relative humidity %

TEC1 30 °C 90%
TEC2 35 °C 75%
TEC, solar distillation 25–34 °C 70–90%
TEC3 24 °C 67–92%
TEC4 26.5 °C 70%
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the air during the process and to generate electricity to power
the TEC modules. This system was able to produce at least 10
liters of water in a period of 10 hours. Data analysis showed
that the maximum amount of fresh water produced was ob-
tained between 3 and 6 pm and the amount of fresh water
produced over a period of 5 months was examined. In August,
water production 14.09 l day−1 and in October 10.06 l day−1.
Which has WHR, respectively, 1.41 and 1.01 kg h−1. UPC
proposed system of 0.58 in June to 0.39 kW h kg−1 in August
which is less than the values reported in Tajeddini Study et al.
The reason for this difference is the presence of a distiller that
increases the inlet moisture.

In Fig. 10, the four TEC systems are compared. TEC4 has the
lowest electricity consumption with the lowest water produc-
tion, which can be due to lower relative humidity and conse-
quently lower water production. Since the amount of water
produced is not signicant, as a result, not much electricity has
been consumed. TEC1 was tested using a cooling channel con-
taining 10 TEC modules and was able to produce signicant
water. In this system, an internal heatsink was placed at the
cold end to increase the heat transfer speed, which had a great
effect on increasing the water produced. In TEC2, similar to the
previous system, 18 parallel TECs were used and by increasing
the number of modules, it was able to produce the highest
amount of water compared to other systems at lower relative
humidity. In general, it can be said that with the increase in the
water from air

Water harvesting
rate (kg h−1)

Unit power consumption
(kW h kg−1) Reference

0.024 7.5 54
0.026 2.5 57
1.01–1.41 0.39–0.58 56
0.0112–0.0251 2.23–5.21 58
0.00875 1.56 59

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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number of TEC modules, water production and electricity
consumption can both increase and it is highly dependent on
the relative humidity and the ux of the incoming air ow that it
is very important to nd an optimal value.

2.3.2 Condensation methods using the solar chimney.
Fig. 11 shows a schematic of solar chimney. The solar
chimney is basically a structure for air conditioning. The
main part of this structure is a pipe called a chimney. The air
in the chimney is heated by solar energy and moves upwards
due to the phenomenon of the chimney effect. In fact, the
combination of radiation and convection in a solar chimney
leads to a signicant upward movement of air, resulting in
increased ventilation. This upward motion creates a driving
force that can increase natural ventilation in adjacent
spaces.60

By placing the turbine in the direction of the rising hot air
ow, electricity can be generated. This system is called solar
chimney power plant (SCPP). In a solar chimney power plant,
Fig. 11 Schematic of solar chimney.

Fig. 12 The process of a SCPP with water vapor condensation on the
Conversion and Management.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
instead of a wall, a solar collector is used to absorb energy,
which includes a transparent roof, under which the air is
heated by the sun's radiant energy. This technology is suitable
for hot and dry areas or deserts with high average sunlight.61

Ming et al. stated that SCPP is not only a solar system for
accessing electricity, but also a device that can extract water
from air. Instead of a collector, they used black pipes around
the chimney. Aer the sun shines and the humid air inside the
collector heats up, due to the density difference between inside
and outside the chimney, the humid air ows upwards due to
the convective ow. Because the chimney is high enough, the
humid air inside the chimney rises so high that the tempera-
ture drops below the dew point, and the humid air vapor
begins to condense on any solid surface. This is the process by
which clouds are formed.62 This system has been used in 9
different cities with ambient temperature, relative humidity,
solar radiation and different rainfall conditions. The results
show that the plant can produce 29.7 × 106 tons of water per
year in the coastal city of Chengdu, which has a relative
humidity above 75%, and 37.9 × 106 tons per year in
Guangzhou, with a relative humidity above 80%.63 The large
WHR in this method depends on several factors such as the
velocity of the chimney inlet air and the height of the
chimney.62 The process of that SCPP with water vapor
condensation on the sea surface was depicted in Fig. 12.

2.3.3 Condensation methods using underground. The
general scheme of this method is that air is condensed through
the transfer of moist air on the ground surface to the under-
ground pipes. Since the ground is cooler than the surface, the
ground acts as a condenser. The resulting water is used for
drink and irrigation of agricultural lands. Unperforated pipes
are used for drink water, and at the end of these pipes, there is
a place to collect the resulting water, but perforated pipes are
used to irrigate agricultural lands. Directly through the holes,
the fresh water produced enters the earth and this action is like
drip irrigation and minimizes water consumption and
sea surface. Reproduced from ref. 62 with permission from Energy
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Fig. 13 Schematic of condensation drinking water production
method.

Fig. 14 Schematic of condensation water production method for
irrigation of agricultural lands.
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eliminates the loss of water evaporation.64 Lindblom et al.65

used this method and produced water average 3.2 kg (m day)−1

at 60% temperature and 70% relative humidity. As the
temperature rises in different months, WHR also decreases
due to the increase in soil temperature. However, the inlet air
temperature will be higher and it can transfer more moisture
to the ground and partially compensates for the increase in soil
temperature. Göhlman et al.66 studied simple and perforated
pipes and found that the heat transfer in perforated pipes is
50% higher. Because the surrounding earth will experience
faster temperature changes and the compaction process will be
more efficient. Fig. 13 and 14 show the schematic of conden-
sation drinking and agricultural water production methods,
respectively.
3 Atmospheric water harvesting using
sorption methods

As mentioned, due to the low energy consumption of sorption
methods, their use of clean energy and their lack of electricity
connection, these systems have received a lot of attention. Since
most of the areas that suffer from water shortage crisis are dry
areas with low relative humidity and in such cases, it is not
10282 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307
possible to use other systems. Therefore, these systems are of
special importance and the following is a review of atmospheric
water harvesting using sorption methods.
3.1 Sorption methods using bioinspired

There are many plants and animals in nature that absorb water
from the air to survive. The beetles of Namib Desert and some
spiders are examples of these natural substances. Spider silks
are one of the most useful materials that nature has given us.
There are many types of spiders, they can be easily seen in many
parts of the world. Dew droplets can be easily seen on the spider
silk every morning, indicating the spider silk's ability to absorb
water from the air. The basis of water collection in spider silks is
the pressure difference between inside and outside the curved
surface, which is called Laplace pressure.67 The relationship
between pressure and surface tension is established by the
Young–Laplace equation. If a drop of liquid is placed on
a smooth solid surface, the surface wettability can be described
using the Young–Laplace equation:68

cos q ¼ gSA � gSL

gLA

(3)

As shown in Fig. 15, q is the contact angle of the droplet on
a smooth surface, gSA is the surface tension between solid and
air, and gSL is the surface tension between solid and liquid. This
equation was rst proposed by Young in 1805, but only applied
to surfaces that were physically smooth or chemically similar.
Because of roughness and heterogeneity, Wenzel proposed
a new relationship. Wenzel calculated that q changes to q when
the liquid is in contact with a microstructure surface. As shown
in the Wenzel model (Fig. 15B), the liquid is in contact with the
solid surface and is completely locked on uneven surfaces.
Wenzel rst proposed a new model for rough surfaces in 1936,
stating that a rough material has a higher surface area than
a smooth surface, and stated the contact angle as follows:69

cos q* = r cos q (4)

In Cassie's model, it is assumed that the droplet is only in
contact with uneven surfaces on the solid substrate, the liquid
cannot pin into valleys on the uneven surface, and air cavities
are trapped beneath the liquid. The Cassie model equation can
be dened as follows:70

cos q* = fSL cos q1 + fLA cos q2 (5)

where fSL and fLA are the area fractions of the solid and air on the
surface, respectively.

These are three important models used to describe the
wetting behavior on the surface: the Young equation is used for
the ideal at surface and the other two equations are used to
describe the effect of roughness on the apparent contact angle
of a liquid drop on a rough solid surface.

The spider silk, which is moisturized, have alternating knot-
like roughness's with joint between them that are parallel
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 15 Wetting behavior of solid substrates (A) Young's model (B) Wenzel's model (C) Cassie's model. Reproduced from ref. 67 with permission
from Chemical Society Reviews.
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structures (Fig. 16). This structure causes a ow of water by
creating a driving force due to the presence of surface energy
gradients. Water condenses on both areas of the nodes and
joints, but the topography of the joints causes water to move
toward the water-collecting sites at the knots.71 Joints compared
to spindle-knots, have a greater contact angle than water
droplets and spindle-knots compared to joints are more
hydrophilic and have higher surface energy. The surface energy
gradient can be due to differences in the surface chemical
composition or surface roughness, and such a gradient drives
water droplets to a higher energy surface. In the case of spider
silks, the chemical composition of the surface along the ber
does not change much, but the joints in the ber direction have
less roughness, so the water contact angle in the joint area is
greater than spindle-knot. Due to the difference in surface
energy, water droplets move from hydrophilic joints with less
surface energy to more hydrophilic spindle-knot with more
surface energy.72

Also, Namib Desert beetles survive by absorbing moisture
from the air. As shown in Fig. 17, the protrusions on the back
of the Namib Desert beetle can adsorb air moisture. There are
two different parts at the top of the ridges, including the
hydrophobic and hydrophilic zone. The hydrophobic zone can
Fig. 16 Mechanism of directional water collection on wet-rebuilt spider
by highly random nanofibrils (b) surface energy gradient and Laplace pres
of structures of dry capture silk of cribellate spider. Reproduced from re

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
direct the droplets to the hydrophilic zone and cause more
absorption and accumulation of water droplets in the hydro-
philic zone.73

The dew bottle with its steel body is made inspired by the
water absorption method in the structure of Namib beetle
(Fig. 18). Horizontal and vertical grooves on the surface of the
bottle allow steam to condense faster on the surface of the
bottle and the formation of dew on the surface is quickly
transferred to the interior of the container, which is suitable for
desert nomads. The design won the Bronze Award at the 2010
Design Awards.74

Moazzam et al. Also presented a polypopamine-coated
nanostructure based on the structure of the Namib beetle,
which collected water in 97 mg cm−2 h−1 was reported.76
3.2 Sorption methods using fog collector

Fog is made up of tiny droplets that result from the saturation of
air with water vapor. Fog can be trapped by mesh net and then
water droplets formed.77 Mesh netting should have both
hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties. Hydrophilicity is used
to absorb more water droplets as well as hydrophobicity to
collect water towards the collection tank. The fog droplets sit on
mesh net and then move downwards and are moved by the
silk. (a) schematic of spindle-knots of spider silk, which are interweaved
sure (c) SEM image of structure of wet-rebuilt spider silk (d) SEM images
f. 72 with permission from Nature.
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Fig. 17 Schematic of Namib Desert beetle's water absorption.
Reproduced from ref. 73 with permission from Nature.

Fig. 18 Dew bottle, inspired by the method of water absorption in the
structure of the Namib beetle. Reproduced from ref. 75 with permis-
sion from Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews.

Fig. 19 (a) Moroccan fog harvest project; (b) warka water tower or
bamboo tower. Reproduced from ref. 75 with permission from
Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews.
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gravity forces of the tank.78 Harvesting water from fog in
different parts of the world is one way to deal with water
shortage problems. This method does not require energy to
produce water and by applying the appropriate structure to the
water collection surfaces, the process efficiency increases.
Standard fog collectors (SFCs) and large fog collectors (LFCs)
are the two main groups of mesh. SFC is mainly used in studies
to evaluate the amount of mist water that can be collected in
specic locations and has a surface area of 1 × 1 m2. The LFC is
much larger and is a mesh with 4 m high and 10 m wide to
increase water harvesting.79 In Morocco, a center of 600 m2,
there is a large collection of lattice sticks to trap thick fog and
convert it into drinking water, which in the last 6 years has
produced 17 gallons of safe drinking water per square meter.75

Fig. 19 shows Moroccan fog harvest project and Warka Water
Tower or Bamboo Tower in that work. The Warka tower, which
is made of bamboo and polyester mesh, is also designed to
produce water from fog. This tower is 10 m high and 4 m wide
and produces 50 to 100 liters of water daily.80 The Moroccan
organization has acknowledged that water production can have
a positive social impact in addition to economic ones. Previ-
ously, women had to walk long distances to provide water for
their families. Young girls had a similar pattern, and most of
them did not have time to go to school, resulting in a gender
imbalance. Rural water supply has not only reduced the pres-
sure on existing groundwater resources, but also on the female
gender, and has enabled the emergence of a different social
balance and the creation of new opportunities.81
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3.3 Sorption methods using desiccants

The main component in sorption methods is a desiccants that
can spontaneously absorb moisture in the air. Depending on
the chemical structure of the material used in these systems,
climatic conditions and the efficiency of the devices can vary.
Some substances are capable of producing water at low RH,
others at saturated RH, some through physical adsorption, and
some through physical and chemical adsorption. For the
desorption stage and water production, the release process
begins with the generation of heat and then the water produced
can be collected. Examining the structure of the desiccants can
help us nd the right adsorbent. Finding desiccants with
a porous structure that can provide us with a higher surface area
to absorb more water can be the rst step in choosing an
adsorbent. Also, suitable hydrophilicity, fast vapor diffusion
and molecular diffusion are among the superior adsorbent
properties.82 Fig. 20 shows some of these more important
desiccants along with important features for selecting a suitable
adsorbent.

As mentioned, the choice of adsorbent type in adsorption
systems is very important to improve the performance of the
whole process. The amount of water vapor mass that the
adsorbent can absorb indicates the adsorption capacity of each
system and the amount of energy consumed during the
desorption process is signicant. Therefore, to select a suitable
adsorbent, factors such as: high water absorption, low energy
consumption for the water release stage, rapid water absorption
and desorption, and stability in the adsorption and desorption
cycle are effective. Adsorption can be considered as
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 20 Properties of desiccants in sorption methods AWH.
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a phenomenon in which gas or liquidmolecules are adsorbed to
liquid or solid materials and change the structure and volume
of the adsorbent material. Water molecules can be adsorbed by
physical or physical and chemical reactions with adsorbents.
Chemical adsorption depends on the stoichiometry of the
reaction and the concentration of the reactants, while physical
adsorption is usually by osmotic effect.82,83 Desiccants can
absorb moisture at low temperatures and have the ability to
desorb some or all of that moisture at high temperatures, and
that's a key part of AWH using desiccants. As shown in Fig. 21,
absorption systems at night absorb moisture from the air and
Fig. 21 Steps of atmospheric water harvesting used desiccants.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
release water at high temperatures during the day when the sun
is shining. Therefore, the adsorption and desorption process in
these systems can be likened to a cycle that the most important
issue in the process of this cycle is the stability of the adsorbent
that aer successive cycles of water adsorption and desorption
can maintain its original ability and capacity to absorb water.
The rst part of this cycle, which includes water absorption, is
done at night, and the second part, which includes water
absorption and production, is done during the day. At night,
when the air is cooler and the humidity is at its maximum, the
water vapor in the air is absorbed by the hydrophilic sites of the
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307 | 10285
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desiccant. Here, hydrophilicity is an essential element for
desiccant, especially in situations where the relative humidity of
the air is low. But this hydrophilicity should not be so high that
during desorption, a lot of energy is needed to break the strong
bonds. Water absorption continues until the desiccant's
porosities are lled. Since the evaporation process is an endo-
thermic process, this energy can be provided by sunlight.
During the day, as the temperature of the desiccant's surface
increases, the water in the porosities evaporates and then the
excreted water can be harvested, thus continuing the adsorption
and desorption cycle.

These systems have the feature of periodic operation, which
reduces the daily water production capacity compared to
condensation technologies. The performance of adsorption
technology is usually measured by DWHR (daily water harvest-
ing rate (kg day−1)).39 Classic desiccants can be divided into two
categories in terms of absorption mechanism. Some of them
can adsorb water through physical adsorption and others
through physical and chemical absorption (Fig. 22). Zeolite,
silica gel and activated alumina are classical desiccants that
oen have physical adsorption, but hygroscopic salts such as
LiCl, MgCl2 and CaCl2 have physical and chemical absorption.84

Adsorption thermodynamics is related to the intrinsic proper-
ties of materials. Physical adsorption is usually driven by the
osmotic effect and van der Waals forces. Chemical adsorption
depends on the stoichiometry of the reaction and the concen-
tration of the reactants, and the adsorbent surface has active
sites for absorption of molecules through strong chemical
bonds, such as hydrogen bonding, coordination effect, and
electrostatic interactions.82
Fig. 22 Moisture sorption mechanisms. Reproduced from ref. 82 with p
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3.3.1 Sorption methods using adsorption desiccants.
Classic desiccants create strong interactions with water mole-
cules by physical adsorption. For example, zeolite, which
adsorbs water at low relative humidity due to its high hydro-
philicity, but ultimately requires a lot of energy to separate
water molecules from the adsorbent for the desorption step,
and requires a high release temperature, which is difficult to
supply through solar energy.85

3.3.1.1 Zeolite. In 1925, Chabazite, a natural zeolite, was
studied for separation applications, and zeolites were intro-
duced as “molecular sieve”.86 Generally, molecular sieve is
a porous material that has the same porosity size, and this
property makes them ideal for separation and adsorption.
When a gas or liquid passes through a molecular sieve, particles
larger than the size of the pores cannot pass through or be
absorbed.87 Zeolites are molecular structures that have a very
good ability to absorb water vapor due to their unique surface
properties and the presence of various elements such as
aluminum, silicon, phosphorus, and sodium in their structure.
Due to the presence of crystalline aluminosilicates in their
structure, they absorb water vapor even at lower relative
humidity. However, due to the strong bond with water mole-
cules, the regeneration of water molecules aer adsorption is
difficult. The water vapor adsorption capacity of zeolites mainly

depends on the
Si
Al

ratio in their structure. Zeolites with lower
Si
Al

ratios usually have higher water vapor adsorption capacity due
to the high concentration of active hydrophilic sites (Fig. 23).88

Aluminum is the adsorption site, which has the effect of coor-
dinating with water molecules, and its amount affects the
ermission from ACS Materials Letters.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 23 SEM image zeolite AQSOA-Z02. Reproduced from ref. 88 with
permission from Microporous and Mesoporous Materials.

Fig. 24 SEM image silica gel. Reproduced from ref. 91 with permission
from Thin Solid Films.
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ability to adsorb water. The porous structure of zeolite also
determines the water uptake capacity, the larger pore volume
usually leads to high adsorption capacity. Their essence is that
water molecules enter the molecular sieve and water is polar-
ized by positive charges in the pores and is adsorbed due to the
Van der waals force. This process continues until the pores are
lled with water molecules. However, high affinity for water
makes it difficult to release adsorbed water and requires high
energy consumption, so high regeneration temperatures are
required to release and condense water, making them unsuit-
able for efficient AWH.82

3.3.1.2 Silica gel. Silica gels are nanoscale porous polymers
with a large amount of hydroxyl groups on the surface. Hydroxyl
groups combine with water molecules in the air, so they can
absorb water molecules. For example, the substrate of a hydro-
gel is sodium alginic acid, the structure of which contains
polymers with hydrophilic crosslinks. A three-dimensional
lattice structure connected on both sides by covalent bonding,
hydrogen bonding or van der Waals forces ensures that the
hydrogel retains its original shape when absorbing water.
However, these strong bonds cause problems for water
desorption in hydrogels, so this material needs a high reduction
temperature for desorption.89 The adsorption rate on silica gels
increases with the number of hydroxyl groups present on the
surface as the adsorption sites on the surface increase. Silica
gels have nano-sized pores and have a high specic surface area
that can be useful in absorbing moisture90 but not able to
absorb water at low relative humidity and can be said to be
unsuitable for producing water in dry air.82 Fig. 24 shows an
SEM image of silica gel.

3.3.2 Sorption methods using adsorption & absorption
desiccants. Most solid adsorbents, such as silica gel, zeolites,
and active alumina, absorb water vapor through physical
adsorption and have extremely high water vapor adsorption
capacity. However, high temperatures are required to release
the adsorbed water. Therefore, an desiccant is needed that has
the ability to absorb high water vapor and be able to release
water at relatively lower temperatures than conventional
desiccants. Chemical absorbents, such as hygroscopic salts,
usually have higher water absorption and lower release
temperatures than physical desiccants, but these materials also
have problems.88
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
3.3.2.1 Hygroscopic salt. Another type of classical desiccants
that absorb water both physically and chemically is hygroscopic
salts. For example, CaCl2 can absorb 97% of its weight by
forming a bond.92 William et al.31 studied a type of water
generator called the solar rig operation system and used CaCl2
solution as an desiccant. They were able to harvest daily 910 gr
m−2 water from air at relative humidity 70% (Fig. 25).

Hygroscopic salts absorb moisture through the hydration
reaction, but the possibility of agglomeration as well as the
formation of inactive layers on the surface of the particles by the
hydration reaction is high, which can reduce moisture perme-
ability and ultimately reduce the amount of water absorbed.
Another problem is the tendency of these materials to liquefy by
absorbing moisture, which can cause corrosion of the unit.93

Themain challenge for hygroscopic materials is the high energy
consumption in the desorption stage. Due to the fact that the
whole adsorbent solution is also heated.82 To solve this
problem, hygroscopic salts can be combined into the pores of
another adsorbent such as silica gel or activated carbon, so we
will continue our discussion on composite adsorbents.

3.3.3 Sorption methods using composite desiccants. In
response to the problems of low water absorption and high
energy consumption of classical adsorbents, researchers
modied the adsorbent and synthesized more efficient
composite desiccants (Fig. 26). Chlorides can react with water to
form a reversible chemical reaction to form hydrates, so chlo-
rides such as CaCl2 andMgCl2 are commonly used in composite
desiccants. Some scientists use silicon compounds to increase
water collection to increase the level of contact between chloride
and water vapor.83 Khalid et al.94 have developed a silica-based
CuCl2 composite adsorbent at 15% and 35% relative
humidity, this substance has been able to absorb 0.12 and 0.25
gr grSiO2−CuCl2

−1of water in 100 minutes, respectively, which
indicates the rapid water absorption kinetics of this composite.
The use of carbon ber as a matrix can increase the adsorption.
Renyuan Li et al.95 developed a nanocomposite with a nano
hollow carbon spherical shell and a LiCl core. Sorption of
atmospheric water by this composite adsorbent was tested once
in outdoor conditions and once by the device with a rotational
cylinder. In the outdoor test at a temperature of 25 °C and 60%
RH, the HCS-LiCl nanocomposite harvested 1.6 kgwater kgHCS-

LiCl
−1 during three adsorption and desorption cycles in one day.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307 | 10287



Fig. 25 Solar rig operation system (a) during the day. (b) At the end of the day. Reproduced from ref. 31 with permission from Energy.

Fig. 26 Composite desiccants. Reproduced from ref. 83 with permission from Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells.
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The device with a rotational cylinder generated 0.86 kgwater
kgHCS-LiCl

−1 per day. The use of zeolite molecular sieve as
a matrix can also increase the rate of adsorption and desorp-
tion. Zeolite can react with water to form hydrates. When the
solution lls the pores of the molecular sieve, the specic
surface area above the molecular sieve of the zeolite increases
the contact surface of CaCl2 with water vapor, which also
intensies this reactivity.96 Chan et al.97 synthesized a composite
adsorbent consisting of zeolite 13, CaCl2, and carbon nano-
tubes, the adsorption composite being 0. Reports 5 kg
kgcomposite

−1. The performance of this composite adsorbent is 5
times better than that of zeolite 13, which is 0.09 kg kgzeolite

−1

due to the presence of carbon nanotubes with high thermal
conductivity. Feng Ni et al.98 tested the stable black sand of
10288 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307
polypyrrole/polypopamine/sand (PPSD) for moisture absorp-
tion. PPSD is obtained from natural sand through a scalable
solution-based method. To test the moisture absorption, two
samples of SD (natural sand) and PPSD were examined. The two
samples were exposed to humid air (RH = 40%), and eventually
the PPSDs harvested 0.43 kg m−2 and the SDs 0.05 kg m−2 water
from air. Xu et al.85 Made a composite consisting of LiCl salts in
porous MOFs by ion solution diffusion method. They prepared
LiCl@MIL-101 with 51%wt salt. The water collection capacity of
this material at a relative humidity of 30% was 0.77 gr grLiCl@-

MIL-101
−1. However, the loss of salt from the adsorbent host

matrix due to deliquescence in high relative humidity and
associated hysteresis is still a challenge for the production of
water from air in adsorbents composed of these salts.99
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 3 Information of sorption method

Composite
Temperature
°C Relative humidity

Water harvesting rate
(gr grComposite

−1) Unit power Reference

CaCl2 26 °C 70% 910 gr m−2 Solar 31
Licl@MOF 30 °C 30% 0.3 Solar 85
Silica-based CuCl2 17 °C 20% 0.25 Solar 94
HCS-LiCl 25 °C 60% 1.25 Solar 95
Zeolite 13-CaCl2-MWCNT 30 °C 35% 0.5 Solar 97
Zeolite 13 30 °C 0.09 Solar 97
PPSD 40% 0.43 Solar 98
SD 40% 0.05 Solar 98
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Table 3 summarizes what was reviewed. It is observed that
most of these adsorbents are applicable at high relative
humidity. While the supply problem mostly affects areas with
hot and dry loads of low relative humidity. Next generation
adsorbents, in addition to good hydrophilicity and stability in
the aquatic environment, must be able to absorb water at low
relative humidity. And be able to produce water in the desorp-
tion stage at low temperatures. Metal–Organic Frameworks
(MOFs) are hoped to meet all of the above requirements. Due to
the changes that can be made at the level of MOFs as well as the
extremely high porosity, these materials are suitable for over-
coming the mentioned challenges. An important step is the
release of water from the MOF, which can be done with solar
energy because sunlight is oen abundant in arid areas with
low RH.100

3.3.4 Sorption methods using MOFs. In hot and dry areas,
the dew point (the temperature required to saturate the air with
water) is very low, because there is little humidity in the
Fig. 27 Psychometric graph. Reproduced from ref. 100 with permission

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
atmosphere (relative humidity (RH) less than 50%). However,
large populations live in these areas and are facing a water
crisis. For example, a city with a temperature of 30% and= 20%
RH has a dew point of about 4%. As a result, to convert water
vapor to liquid, the air temperature must be reduced from 30 °C
to 4 °C and cooled (follow depicted lines in Fig. 27). This makes
water production by cooling methods impractical. In contrast,
at a relative humidity of 80% and a temperature of 30 °C, the
dew point is 26 °C. This small difference between the ambient
temperature and the dew point in humid climates facilitates
and further compresses the water. Therefore, to solve the
problem of producing water from low humidity air, a method
must be found that is not dependent on direct cooling. The
solution is to use a porous material that can trap water vapor in
hot, dry weather, then increases the relative humidity in
a closed system and thus creating a much higher dew point.56

MOFs can absorb air with low relative humidity due to their
porous structure and raise it in a system depending on the
from Advanced Materials.
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relative humidity, then it can be compressed and produced
water by direct cooling method such as thermoelectric cool-
ing.101 It is even possible to optimize heat transfer by using
a substrate such as porous copper foam and adding graphite to
it, which accelerates desorption and shortens the cycle time.
However, compared to other materials, MOFmaterials are more
expensive which is not economical.83 Metal–Organic Frame-
works (MOFs) are porous structures with metal clusters and
organic ligands. The presence of an organic component in
MOFs makes them more active than zeolites. In MOFs, new
structures can be achieved by changing organic linkers and
metal clusters. So far, more than 20 000 MOFs have been
synthesized. However, the applications of most MOFs face
obstacles due to their instability and scientists are always trying
to stabilize MOFs.102 Proper selection of organic linkers can
create a specic topology for each MOFs. For example, in
Fig. 28, by selecting terephthalic acid as a ligand whose struc-
ture is linear and according to the geometry of each metal
cluster, a MOF with a specic topology can be obtained. Each
topology has a specic pore size and specic surface area.103

Factors such as chemical, optical, mechanical and thermal
stability can affect the behavior of MOFs and according to the
needs and performance of MOFs in the desired environment,
appropriate MOFs can be selected.102 For example, to take
advantage of the properties of MOFs in aqueous media, it is
important not to hydrolyze MOFs in the presence of water. Also,
depending on the pH of the work environment, different types
of MOFs can be used. For example, azolate MOFs with low-
capacity metal clusters have strong stability in alkaline
Fig. 28 Schematic types of clusters in the construction of MOFs with ter
MDPI.
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environments but are degraded by acid. Fe-MIL-88 or Cr-MIL-88
MOFs show low mechanical stability but high chemical
stability. Therefore, the correct choice of MOFs based on oper-
ating environments should be considered.104 Compared to
classical adsorbents such as zeolite, silica gel, or hygroscopic
salts, MOFs can absorbmore water in ambient air with a relative
humidity of 20% and require a lower reduction temperature to
release. Therefore, natural heat sources such as sunlight can be
used to generate heat.105 The performance of MOFs in humid
environments can be a determining factor in the ability to use
these materials as adsorbents, and understanding the param-
eters that contribute to this sensitivity is very important to raise
MOFs to the application level. Given the high quantity and
diversity of MOF structures, it is reasonable to expect that while
some of these materials are unstable in the presence of water
vapor, there are also a signicant number of stable MOFs.106

Terzis et al.107 investigated the behavior of uidization of MOF-
801 for absorbing water vapor. They proposed that the uid
state can create a higher boundary (interface) between the
adsorbent and the air. In this research, 40 absorption and
desorption cycles of 26 minutes were performed at a tempera-
ture of 22 °C and RH= 18%, which produced 0.33 l h−1 kg MOF
of water, and also 55 cycles of 36 minutes at a temperature of
23.5 °C and RH= 39%, which produced 0.52 l h−1 kgMOF water
was collected. MOF-Co2Cl2BTDD was studied by Rieth et al.108

Investigations showed that this MOF can absorb 82 wt% of
water under 30% relative humidity. One of the important
characteristics of this material is the higher diameter of pores
compared to other materials. Yilmaz et al.109 introduced
ephthalic acid linkers. Reproduced from ref. 103 with permission from
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a polymer-metal–organic framework using MIL-101(Cr) to
produce water from the atmosphere. They produced 6 grams of
fresh water per gram of adsorbent per day at 90% relative
humidity. Mulchandani et al.33 predicted the atmospheric water
harvesting potential by MIL-101(Cr), silica gel and zeolite. Using
Monte Carlo simulations and US geographic mapping, they
suggested that MOF produced a maximum amount of water of
1.3 l m−2 day−1. Silva et al.110 studied the behavior of water vapor
absorption by MIL-125(Ti)_NH2. The results showed that by
using MIL-125(Ti)_NH2, gwater gMOF

−1 0.32 water can be
produced daily from air at a temperature of 10 to 100. Trapani
et al.111 investigated the moisture absorption behavior of
different MOFs and nally introduced UiO-66 as the best
candidate for producing water from air. The water absorption
tests were performed at 25 °C and 40% relative humidity and
the desorption process at 45 °C with 10% RH and nally 0.054 g
of water was collected per gram of MOFs. Logan et al.1 also
investigated 9 stable MOFs with various structures. The results
Table 4 Information of MOFs using water harvesting water from the atm

MOF
Temperature
°C

Relative
Humidity % Water har

MOF-801 25 °C 20%
2.8, Lwater
day−1

MOF-801, MOF-303, MOF-801-
graphite mixtures

25 °C 15% 100 grwate
day−1

MOF-801 15–20 °C 30% 0.25, Lwate
day−1

MOF-303 27 °C 10% 0.7, Lwater
day−1

27 °C 32% In desert
kgMOF

−1 d
MOF-801 22 °C 18% 0.33, Lwate

MOF-Co2Cl2BTDD 25 °C 30% 0.82 gH2O

Polymer-MOF, MIL-101(Cr) 30 °C 90% 6 grwater k
MIL-101(Cr) — 40% 3.1, Lwater
Mil-125(Ti)-NH2 11 °C 20% 0.32 gwate
UiO-66 MOFs 25 °C 40% 0.054 gwat
Zr-MOF-808 22 °C 70% 8.66, LH2O

day−1

MIL-160(Al) MOF 30 °C — 0.305 gwat

MOF-derived nanoporous carbon — 30%
0.18, Lwate
h−1

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
showed that Zr-MOF-808 can produce up to 8.66 L H2O kg−1

MOF day−1. MIL-160(Al) MOF was studied by Silva et al.112 The
results of the daily production of 0.305 grams of water per gram
of MOFs at a temperature of 80 °C and a ow rate of 0.5 m3 s−1

were reported. Song et al.113 reported a MOF-derived porous
carbon as an adsorbent with fast adsorption kinetics for the
production of water from air with high efficiency. Experiments
showed that this adsorbent can produce 0.18 l kgcarbon

−1 h−1 of
water at 30% relative humidity under the light of sun. In Table
4, we see the MOFs that have been used to harvesting water
from the atmosphere.

3.3.4.1 Introducing MOFs. Metal–organic frameworks
consist of two main components, which are:

C A metal ion or cluster of metal ions (secondary structure
units, SBU).

C An organic ligand called a linker.
MOFs are made up of metal ions that are strongly bonded

together by molecules to form crystalline, completely porous
osphere

vesting rat Unit power Image Reference

kgMOF
−1

1 kW m−2 36

r kgMOF
−1 Solar 114

r kgMOF
−1 Solar 115

kgMOF
−1 116

1.3, Lwater
ay−1

r kgMOF
−1 h−1 Solar 107

gMOF
−1 400 kW h

m−3 108

gP-MOF
−1 1 kW m−2 109

m−2 day−1 33
r gMOF

−1 day−1 Solar 110
er gMOF

−1 Solar 111
kgMOF

−1 1

er gMOF
−1 112

r kgcarbon
−1 Solar, 1 kW

m−2 113
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structures. By modifying SBUs and connectors, a wide range of
MOFs with different structures and applications can be
synthesized, which allows for a high degree of chemical and
structural adjustment, and allows their properties to be adapted
for different purposes.117 As Fig. 29 shows, due to their unique
properties, MOFs, such as controllable pore size, stable
porosity, high chemical, and mechanical stability, increased
active surface area, and easy operation, have been used as
adsorbents, catalysts, supercapacitors, and drug delivery,
especially for cancer treatment.118 The extremely high porosity
of MOFs shown can be used to absorb gas and water vapor.
However, the uptake of gases such as H2, CH4 and CO2 has been
extensively studied but water absorption has received less
Fig. 29 Different properties and applications of MOFs: gas storage and
Today. Drug delivery. Reproduced from ref. 120 with permission from B
from Inorganic Chemistry. Water purification. Reproduced from ref. 1
Reproduced from ref. 123 with permission from Inorganic Chemistry Fro
from Advanced Materials. Luminescence marker. Reproduced from ref.
Reproduced from ref. 126 with permission fromChemical Communicatio
from ACS catalysis. Chemical sensor. Reproduced from ref. 128 with pe
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attention. This may be because the rst generation of MOFs
showed low stability in the presence of water but today this
problem has been solved and MOFs with stability in the pres-
ence of water have been reported.100

3.3.4.2 MOFs synthesis. The synthesis of MOFs is mostly
done in the liquid phase and by the solvothermal method.
Therefore, energy supply and suitable solvent selection play an
important role in the synthesis process. Various criteria such as
reactivity, solubility, toxicity, and boiling point are checked to
nd the right solvent. Also, the solvent plays an important role
in determining the thermodynamic parameters and activation
energy of the reaction.129 The energy required to carry out the
chemical reaction is generally supplied using conventional
separation. Reproduced from ref. 119 with permission from Materials
attery and supercapacitor. Reproduced from ref. 121 with permission
22 with permission from ACS applied materials & interfaces. Resin.
ntiers. Proton conductivity. Reproduced from ref. 124 with permission
125 with permission from American Chemical Society. Photocatalyst.
ns. Heterogeneous catalysis. Reproduced from ref. 127 with permission
rmission from ACS applied materials & interfaces.
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electrical heating. Also, the necessary energy can be provided by
other methods such as electric potential, electromagnetic
radiation, ultrasonic waves, or mechanical. By changing the
energy source, other parameters such as time and pressure can
also be changed, which has a great impact on the nal product
and its morphology. Therefore, by using different synthesis
methods, it is possible to obtain new compounds with different
particle sizes and size distributions, as well as different
morphologies that can affect the properties of materials. For
example, different particle sizes in porous materials can affect
the diffusion of guest molecules, which has a direct effect on
catalytic reactions or adsorption and separation of molecules.
Also, in order to commercialize MOFs, a lot of research is being
done to nd a synthesis method with less cost, temperature and
time. Reduction of synthesis time is an important factor that
can lead to continuous syntheses that are useful for large-scale
production. Also, by reducing reaction time and temperature, it
leads to more energy efficient processes and less synthesis
equipment.130 In the following, we will give a brief explanation
of the synthesis methods and their advantages and
disadvantages.

Solvothermal synthesis: Solvothermal (hydrothermal) reac-
tions take place inside high pressure reservoirs, resulting from
the boiling point of the solvent. Many reactants can undergo
unexpected chemical changes under solvothermal conditions,
which are oen accompanied by the formation of nanoscale
morphologies that cannot be achieved by conventional
synthesis methods. In most cases, organic solvents with high
boiling temperature have been used for solvothermal reactions,
and the most used solvents are methanol and ethanol. The
temperature range of solvothermal reactions is also different
according to the temperature required to carry out the reac-
tions. Usually, glass tubes are used for low temperature reac-
tions, while Teon autoclaves are needed for reactions at
temperatures higher than 400 K.131

Microwave-assisted synthesis: Microwave synthesis is a fast
method for the synthesis of MOFs. The necessary heat for
solubilization during the process is provided by microwaves.
The quality of the crystals synthesized through microwave is
equal compared to the crystals produced by the solvothermal
process, but the synthesis is much faster. By reducing the
synthesis time, not only energy consumption is saved, but also
production can be increased, which benets industrial
production processes.132 Some molecules that have dielectric
moments, such as water, rotate to align themselves with the
alternating electric eld of microwaves. As a result of this
movement, the molecules collide with each other and the
required heat is created. Microwaves from a oscillator that
converts high voltage direct current to high frequency radiation.
It is formed and produces electromagnetic waves with wave-
lengths in the range of 1 m to 1 mm (300 MHz to 300 GHz).
Microwave-assisted synthesis depends not only on the MOF in
question but also on the device used. Also, since some param-
eters such as temperature, radiation power, reaction time, and
pre-material composition ratio can be changed, research group
preferences can be affected and because reactions are fast and
the number of variable parameters is high, nding a system can
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
be time consuming. The most important parameter of the tool
in microwave heating is the power of radiation and how to
create, deliver and control it during the reaction. This depends
largely on the device used.133

Ultrasonic synthesis: Sonochemical is a phenomenon in
which the radiation of ultrasonic waves (20 kHz–10 kHz) to the
liquid and carrying out the process of porosity, which includes
the formation, growth and collapse of bubbles in the liquid and
the creation of hot places with high pressure and temperature
in a short time, leads to changes are physical or chemical.
Indeed, the formed bubbles act like micro-reactors in which the
reaction takes place. The nal conditions can lead to chemical
reactions with the development of rapid formation of crystallite
nuclei. Sonochemical methods are better than hydrothermal
methods by producing homogeneous and uniform nucleation
centers and reducing nucleation time. For example, the
synthesis of MOF-5 by sonochemical method can produce 5–25
mm crystals in 30 minutes, which is similar to the synthesis by
solvothermal or microwave method.134

Mechanochemical synthesis: Mechanochemical synthesis is
a fast and easy method that is proposed as MOFs green
synthesis. In this method, a chemical reaction occurs by using
mechanical forces, so that MOF is synthesized by adding a small
amount of solvent and by grinding the solid reactants.135,136 This
method is signicant due to its economic efficiency, high speed
and compatibility with the environment, but low crystallinity
and the possibility of forming an amorphous structure are
among the disadvantages of solid phase syntheses.137 Another
problem of mechanochemical synthesis is the formation of new
secondary phases that arise as a result of competitive
reactions.138

Electrochemical synthesis: Electrochemical synthesis is
another method that is performed at a lower temperature and at
a higher speed than the solvothermal method. In this method,
MOFs are synthesized through anodic dissolution in an elec-
trochemical cell. In electrochemical synthesis, there is no need
for the presence of metal salt, but metal ions are supplied by
using a metal sheet as an electrode and then oxidizing the
electrode. It is easy to observe and control the synthesis
conditions in this method, and the oxidation state of the metal
can be carefully controlled by adjusting the voltage. One of the
disadvantages of this method is that in order to dissolve the
organic linker, organic solvents are oen required, while little is
known about the electrochemistry of such media.139 Moreover,
few MOFs have been synthesized by this method so far, even
though this method allows the synthesis of various MOFs, the
limitation is that only MOFs with the same metal as the metal
electrode can be synthesized (e.g. Al-MOF on an aluminum
substrate).140

Slow diffusion: The slow diffusion method does not require
external energy for the reaction and is performed at ambient
temperature, which is why it requires much more time than
other methods. In this method, aer preparing a supersatu-
rated solution containing metal ions and organic ligands, with
the slow evaporation of the solvent at ambient temperature,
a concentration gradient is created. Then, leaving the
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307 | 10293
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supersaturation state, nucleation begins and enables the
formation of large MOFs crystals.141

One-pot: The one-pot synthesis is another simple method for
the synthesis of MOFs because it is carried out at ambient
pressure and temperature, and if needed, the temperature is
increased using an electric heater, and for this reason, it
consumes relatively little energy.142

3.3.4.3 MOFs as water sorption. According to the unique
characteristics of MOFs, which was mentioned, one of the wide
applications of these materials is in the absorption and sepa-
ration of gases. Having several important features in some of
these materials can make them superior to other existing
absorbents for absorbing moisture in the air, which we will
discuss below.

Mofs water stability: When the name of moisture comes up,
the rst thing that can be of concern is the stability of MOFs in
the presence of water. Many MOFs do not have long-term
stability when exposed to water, and the presence of moisture
can lead to hydrolysis or hydrolysis of the bond between the SBU
and ligand.117 In general, there are two methods for the
Fig. 30 The ligand displacement mechanism and degradation of UiO-
66 structure in the presence of water is similar to hydrolysis in the
presence of acid. Reproduced from ref. 100 with permission from
Advanced Materials.

Fig. 31 Examples of secondary building units (SBUs) that can stabilize MO
from Nature nanotechnology.
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degradation of MOFs in the presence of water: hydrolysis and
ligand displacement mechanism. Hydrolysis or hydrolysis is
a chemical reaction that decomposes the substance with the
presence of water and its decomposition into (H+) and (OH−)
ions. Hydrolysis occurs when the metal–ligand bond is broken
by the addition of a hydroxyl group and nally a protonated
ligand is released:100

LxM
n+ − –(O2C)_R + H2O / LxM

n+ − –(OH) + R_(CO2H)(6)

Fig. 30 shows that with the placement of water in the metal–
ligand bond, the ligand displacement mechanism occurs,
which leads to the production of a free ligand without
a proton:100

LxM
n+− –(O2C)_R +H2O/

[LxM
n+− –(OH2)]

+ +R_(CO2)
− (7)

According to research using azolate-based linkers (e.g., pyr-
azolates), which form stronger metal bonds, is a suitable
strategy for designing hydrolysis-resistant MOFs.117 Another
method is to create kinetically stable MOFs. In this method,
hydrolysis can be prevented by using SBUs with many connec-
tions, such as (Al(OH)(–COO)2)N or Zr6O4(OH)4(–COO)12. As
Fig. 31 shows, in this method, with the spatial screening of SBU
by linkers, the hydrolysis reaction is not performed.117 Also,
other methods such as the use of bulky binders or the use of
inert cations such as Cr3 can also reduce the possibility of
hydrolysis and provide the ability to use such MOFs for aqueous
environments.143

Zirconium-based MOFs with the presence of a hydrophilic
group in their structure can show good performance as mois-
ture absorbers. Among all zirconiumMOFs, MOF-801 andMOF-
841 can absorb water rapidly at low relative pressure. These
MOFs have the possibility of easy desorption and are also stable
in the presence of water.144 Similar results were obtained for
MOF-UiO-66, which has smaller pores, but the organic groups
in this MOF are not strong enough to absorb water at very low
Fs in the presence of water. Reproduced from ref. 117 with permission

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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relative pressure. Stronger adsorption sites can be observed in
MOFs with open metal sites, such as MOF-74, but similar to
zeolites, these are very strong adsorption sites for water and
require higher temperatures for the desorption stage of water
molecules.144

3.3.5 Comparison of isotherms. Adsorption isotherm is
a mathematical relationship (experimental or analytical) that
expresses the equilibrium amount of substance (usually gas)
adsorbed chemically or physically on the surface of a given solid
with changes in gas pressure at constant temperature.145 In
Fig. 32, we can see that water absorption for UiO-66 is in the
range of P/P0 = 0.3–0.4 and the maximum water absorption for
UiO-66 at 25 °C reaches 535 cm3 g−1 (43 wt%) at P/P0 = 0.9. The
water isotherm of MOF-801-SC (single crystal) at 25 °C (Fig. 32,
blue squares) shows that the amount of water absorption
Fig. 32 Water sorption isotherm of zirconium-based MOFs. Repro-
duced from ref. 144 with permission from American Chemical Society.

Fig. 33 Water sorption capacity of zirconium-based MOF (left) and othe
144 with permission from American Chemical Society.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
gradually increases with increasing pressure up to P/P0 = 0.05
and it is followed by the sudden absorption of water in the
pressure range of P/P0= 0.05–0.1, and themaximum absorption
of 350 cm3 g−1 (28 wt%). It can be seen that MOF-801-SC starts
to absorb water at a much lower pressure than UiO-66, which
indicates the higher hydrophilicity of MOF-801-SC. A similar
trend is observed by MOF-801-P (powder) (Fig. 32, red square),
while the maximum water absorption is 450 cm3 g−1 (36 wt%).
The reason for the difference between the powder state and
single crystal of MOF-801 is probably due to the disappearance
of defects of linkers in the powder state of MOF-801-P.144

According to Fig. 33, at P/P0 = 0.1 (blue color), the water
absorption rate of MOF-801-P andMOF-74 is more than 20%wt,
which performs better than other MOFs.144 In addition to
stability in the presence of water, the MOF must exhibit high
architectural stability to withstand the forces exerted on the
porous walls during water desorption. While hydrolysis can be
easily predicted based on chemical principles, architecture
stability is difficult to predict and must be determined experi-
mentally. The best way to measure MOF stability in operational
conditions is water absorption and desorption cycle testing,
which examines both stability in the presence of water and
architecture.117 Most important is the stability in cycling, aer
the rst cycle, these capacities are still 3 times higher than
zeolite 13×. As mentioned, Co-MOF-74 needs a higher
temperature to desorb water molecules, so MOF-801 has the
best performance here.144

The components and structure of MOF-801, which is the rst
MOF used in the atmospheric water sorption device, showed in
Fig. 34.

3.3.6 MOF-801 water sorption mechanism. In porous and
hydrophilic adsorbents, water is rst absorbed in the primary
hydrophilic sites, and then the growth in the form of water
r porous materials (right) in different pressures. Reproduced from ref.
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Fig. 34 MOF-801 structure. Yellow, orange, and green balls represent the free space in MOF-801. Reproduced from ref. 144 with permission
from American Chemical Society.
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clusters begins. First, water vapor molecules are adsorbed near
the polar hydrophilic centers in the structure that are near the
SBUs (Fig. 35a), then water molecules adsorbed at these sites
can act as additional adsorption sites and initiate the formation
of water clusters (Fig. 35b).100 The presence of pores with polar
SBUs and non-polar organic linkers makes the water bonds not
too strong and thus allows water not to require much energy for
desorption.101 MOF-801 with fcu topology has two different size
quadrilateral holes and an octagonal hole. The combination of
micropores and short fumarate linkers provides a system with
hydrophilic porosity (Fig. 35c). At low relative pressures, water is
adsorbed in two tetrahedral cavities near the –OH groups
belonging to SBU (sites I and II in Fig. 35d and e). Then a new
adsorption site (site III) is created between the two previous
sites, where the absorbed water binds to three water molecules
Fig. 35 (a) The structure of MOF-801 includes three types of asymmetric
porosity. (d) and (e) Water molecules are initially adsorbed in tetrahedral p
them (sites III). (f) octagonal cavities are also filled and several adsorpt
Reproduced from ref. 144 with permission from American Chemical Soc
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in site II and forms a water cluster with a cubic geometry, and
nally water is absorbed in the octagonal cavity (Fig. 35f). The
octahedral cavity itself does not have a specic adsorption site,
but the water molecules adsorbed in site III (in the tetragonal
pores) make possible the adsorption of water in the octahedral
cavity by hydrogen bonding. Finally, water molecules bind
together, leading to continuous pore lling, a mechanism
similar to porous carbons.100

3.3.7 Adsorption and desorption enthalpy. Since the
absorption of water vapor is an exothermic process, if the
enthalpy of absorption is high, the released heat can
increase the temperature in the adsorbent platforms and
affect the absorption capacity. According to the moisture
sorption isotherm for MOF-801, the maximum sorption
capacity is not signicantly affected by temperature, and
porosity. (b) Two types of tetragonal porosity, T1 and T2. (c) octagonal
ores through hydrogen bonding with SBUs (sites I and II) and between
ion sites have been identified and form hydrogen bonds with site III.
iety.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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water molecules easily condense inside the MOF pores.114 By
measuring the heat of water absorption (Qst) obtained from
the isotherm of MOF-801, the value of Qst remains approxi-
mately 60 kj mol−1 throughout the absorption process and is
about 30% higher than the latent heat of water (40.7 kj
mol−1). Using these values, the amount of heat can be stored
in 15 kg of MOF-801. Assuming that the storage capacity in
this MOF is 20 wt% and kj mol−1 is 60 Qst, the total heat
required for desorption is 10 MJ. If such a system works for 1
hour with 65% efficiency, the power consumption is equiv-
alent to 1.8 kW.144

3.3.7.1 Introducing MOF-303. Al(OH)(HPDC), which is MOF-
303, has been synthesized by using aluminum instead of
zirconium as a metal and using water instead of organic
solvents, in which azolate (pyrazolate) based linkers with the
formula of 3,5-pyrazoledicarboxylic acid monohydrate is used.
Pyrazolates form stronger metal bonds that prevent MOF
hydrolysis. MOF-303 has an xhh topology and consists of an
unlimited number of A as SBUs connected through HPDC
ligands. This structure has one-dimensional hydrophilic pores
with a diameter of 6 Å.116 In addition to the high-performance
adsorption isotherm that meets all the prerequisites for
a water-absorbent material, this material has a completely open
Fig. 36 Water adsorption properties of MOF-303. (a) Water adsorption is
Isosteric heat of adsorption (Qst) for MOF-303. Reproduced from ref.
isotherm of MOF-303 compared to other hydrophilic MOFs. Reproduce

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
structure that allows the free passage of water molecules. The
absorption capacity of this material is 40 wt% in 20–40% rela-
tive humidity and ambient temperature, which has been tested
in 150 cycles of water absorption and desorption without any
degradation.116 Fathieh et al.114 combinedMOF-303 with 33 wt%
of porous graphite in order to increase the absorption and
improve the thermophysical properties, and it increased the
production of water by 114%.

3.3.8 Adsorption enthalpy and cycle stability of MOF-303.
The presence of pyrosalate ligand in MOF-303 makes this
material hydrophilic. As we can see in Fig. 36, it absorbs about
39 wt% of water at RH = 20%.116

The isosteric enthalpy of adsorption, Qst, of adsorption is
essential for many applications, including absorption heating
and cooling, because it determines the amount of energy
required for these systems.

Since the enthalpy of absorption is usually higher than the
latent heat of evaporation, it is important to investigate the
enthalpy of adsorption and the isosteric heat of absorption in
moisture absorbent systems.146 The isosteric heat of absorption
of this material is 52 kj mol−1, which enables high work capacity
and easy regeneration.116 The isosteric heat of adsorption (Qst)
measures the enthalpy change when adsorbent molecules are
otherm at 30 °C. (b) Water vapor adsorption & desorption behavior. (c)
116 with permission from ACS central science. (d) Water adsorption
d from ref. 101 with permission from ACS central science.
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Fig. 37 SEM image of MOF-303 crystals. Reproduced from ref. 116
with permission from ACS central science.
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adsorbed from the gas phase bulk to the adsorbent.147 Also, due
to the presence of SBUs based on aluminum, MOF-303 does not
change in the capacity of this material aer 150 absorption and
desorption cycles, which indicates hydrolytic stability. Fig. 37
shows SEM image of MOF-303 crystals.

The results of the absorption test on this MOF with the help
of a thermometric analyzer (TGA) showed under humid air ow
showed that MOF-303 is completely saturated RH = 20% aer
10 minutes, at RH = 30% aer 5 minutes, and at RH = 40%
saturated aer 3 minutes. Then, it completely desorbs within
a few minutes at a temperature of 85 °C.116
Fig. 38 Schematic of semi-active systems. Reproduced from ref. 156
with permission from Energy & Environmental Science.
3.4 Sorption-based water harvesting devices

Generally, sorption devices for water harvesting from air are
classied into active and passive types. If the system works with
natural energy and does not need a power source, it is called
a passive device. In this type of device, there is a cycle in 24
hours, so that moisture is absorbed at night and desorbed
during the day with solar heat and then distilled. In active
systems, several absorption and desorption cycles can occur in
one day. In this system, water production can be increased, but
the energy consumption is also impressive. Discontinuous
systems can be designed in two methods.148 In the rst method,
the absorbent bed is located at the bottom of a box that has
a sloping cover. Aer absorbing moisture at night, desorption
occurs with sunlight during the day, and water vapor moves
upward, then it is distilled due to heat transfer on the inclined
glass surface. With the accumulation of drops and their move-
ment towards the slope, water is collected in the source. This
method does not require any external energy and the system is
completely passive. One of the challenges of this method is the
accumulation of water droplets on the glass, which prevents the
penetration of sunlight.149 Song et al.113 used this system to
conduct the moisture absorption test from the air. First, the
10298 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307
absorption stage was performed by placing the absorbent in the
atmosphere, and then by closing the device and exposing it to
sunlight, the water was desorbed and condensed. Almost 100%
of the adsorbed water condensed on the inner wall of the system
within 15 minutes, which indicates the fast adsorption kinetics.
Tao et al.150 focused on the possibility of complete water
removal and increasing the kinetics of removal in MOFs, was
able to produce more water with less energy consumption (1.57
kW h LH2O

−1). They were able to produce 1.95 LH2O kgCAS
−1

day−1 of water at a relative humidity of 28 to 38%. By embedding
a carbon scaffold (CS) in an Al-fumarate MOF monolith with
abundant microchannels, they were able to increase the
desorption rate and thus collect more water. Talaat et al.151 used
a cone-shaped fabric layer soaked in CaCl2 solution as an
absorbent substrate. At night, the absorber placed on the
conical surface is exposed to the atmosphere to absorb water
vapor. During the day, the absorber is tightly closed with
a double-sided conical transparent surface and is directly
exposed to sunlight to absorb water vapor. They were able to
harvest 0.63 kg m−2 day−1 of water with this method. In another
method of designing passive discontinuous systems, the
absorbent bed is located in the upper part of the device and the
condenser is in the lower part, and with the release of water
vapor in the air, the mass is transferred from the bed to the
condenser, but if the device is built on a large scale, mass
transfer will occur with difficulty.152 Kim et al.115 designed
a device to harvesting water from desert air and placed the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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absorbent bed on top and the condenser on the bottom, at RH=

20–40% and was able to deliver more than 0.25 Lwater kgMOF
−1

day−1. Fathieh et al.114 by designing a water production device,
with a different approach where water vapor was condensed in
a glass chamber around the absorbent bed, were able to
produce 78 grams of water per 0.825 kg of mof-801 and graphite
mix. Since the mof can only absorb water and accommodate it
in its pores, the resulting water was reported to be completely
pure. By increasing the number of absorption substrates,
absorption systems can work semi-continuously by creating
a phase difference. Lapotin et al.153 designed a two-stage device
with a commercial zeolite adsorbent (AQSOA Z01) to produce
water from air moisture. In this device, the latent heat of
condensation is circulated from the upper stage, to help the
desorption of the second stage at the bottom. They were able to
produce 0.77 kgwater m

−2 day−1 of water, which was about a 2-
fold increase in productivity compared to the single-stage
mode. Wang et al.154 also used two adsorbent beds in the
design of the water harvesting device. The beds were operated
alternately in water absorption and release mode to achieve
continuous water production. In another study, Xu et al.155

designed a device with four absorbent beds consisting of
LiCl@rGO-SA and was able to produce 2120 mLwater kgsorbent

−1

day−1 of water using solar energy. A device with four beds, each
with a length of L1 (S1 in Fig. 38), where the three absorbent
beds that are exposed to the ambient air absorb moisture from
the air using convection displacement. The fourth and upper-
most absorbent bed, exposed to sunlight, desorbs water vapor
downwards, where the condensation process occurs. The
advanced design of this device increases the air ow, improving
the air ow throughout the condenser can help reduce power
consumption, and the temperature difference between the
condenser and the environment is reduced by more than 10 °C
compared to the passive system. By increasing the number of
absorption beds and reducing their length (L2 and L3 in S2 and
S3 in Fig. 38), the kinetics of desorption and thus the efficiency
of the device can be increased, which is achieved by moving
faster between the absorption beds. Also, increasing the
number of solar energy absorber plates around the device also
helps to increase the absorption kinetics. However, each time
switching to the next bed and heating and cooling the adsor-
bent bed can cause energy waste.156 Almassad et al.157 made
a device based on MOF-801 and containing eight absorbent
trays to produce water from air humidity. According to reports,
this device has been able to produce 0.7–1.3 LH2O kgMOF

−1 day−1

of water at a relative humidity of 10–32%. The power
consumption for this device is reported to be 1.67–5.25 kW h
LH2O

−1. Hanikel et al.116 used a system with 10 adsorbent beds to
produce water from air and was able to produce 0.7 l kgMOF

−1

day−1. This system produced water from air outside the oper-
ating range of compression systems and in dry conditions of RH
= 10% and temperature of 27 °C (related to dew point−4 °C). In
a different design, Li et al.95 loaded the adsorbent on a rotating
cylinder. With the penetration of sunlight on the top of the
device, water vapor is absorbed from the surface of the cylinder
and condenses on the inner sides of the condenser. The rota-
tion speed of the cylinder has an important effect on the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
amount of water produced. Different rotation speeds were
tested at 60% RH and 22 °C. The highest amount of water
extraction was related to the rotation speed of 0.75 rph, which
produced 1.25 g of water aer 4 hours. The improved S5 in
Fig. 38 is the same type of design. The absorbent surface in the
S5 device is more than twice the absorbent surface in the S4.
Also, device S5 compared to S4 provides a better ratio between
desorption area (E) and absorption area.156

In semi-continuous systems, the cycle time, when a complete
cycle including absorption and resorption is performed, is an
important and inuential parameter. To maximize the daily
water production capacity, it is very important to optimize the
cycle time and increase the number of cycles. For this purpose,
the full capacity of the absorbent may not be used for absorp-
tion. Therefore, fast adsorption kinetics is a more important
factor than the nal capacity of the adsorbent.116 Among the
factors affecting the absorption kinetics, we can mention the
relative humidity and temperature, which varies during the day
and night. On the other hand, the kinetics of desorption is also
affected by the rate of energy input to the system and the
temperature of the condenser, which will not be constant if
solar energy is used. Therefore, obtaining the optimal cycle time
for multi-cycle systems should be determined based on the
measurement of inlet temperature, relative humidity and
condenser temperature. This means that a more complex and
energy-intensive control system is required. Absorption kinetics
is also affected by the temperature and relative humidity of the
incoming air. While both of these parameters change during
the day and night, they are not necessarily linearly related.
However, the kinetics of desorption is also affected by the rate of
energy input to the system and the temperature of the
condenser. If solar energy is used, these two factors will not be
constant. Therefore, the optimum constant cycle time cannot be
found for multi-cycle systems and the cycle time must be
actively determined based on measurements of inlet tempera-
ture, relative humidity, and condenser temperature. A summary
of what was discussed can be seen in Table 5.

4 Concluding remarks
4.1 Summary

Among the proposed methods for extracting water from air
humidity, the amount of water produced for compression
technologies using VCC is more than other technologies.
Condensation technologies can operate continuously and thus
their WHRs are relatively high. However, to overcome the latent
heat of water (2450 kj kg−1 at 20 °C), a large amount of energy is
used by cooling, which increases the cost of the water obtained.
Also, these methods work in high relative humidity and cannot
be used in dry areas. Because as the relative humidity of the air
decreases, the dew point temperature also decreases and in this
case the temperature difference between the environment and
the dew point temperature increases and as a result, the
condenser has to do more work to cool the air containing water
vapor, which means more energy consumption. This makes
these technologies not economically viable for use in arid and
semi-arid regions. In contrast, absorption technologies are not
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307 | 10301
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limited by geographical and climatic conditions. Due to their
hydrophilicity, these systems automatically trap water vapor in
the air. The main advantage of these systems is to increase the
pressure by using thermal energy at low temperatures to replace
the mechanical work of the compressor. This advantage allows
absorption systems to operate using cheap and clean energy
such as solar energy instead of electricity. Compared to other
methods, the most important feature of absorption-based
systems is the ability to produce water at low relative
humidity. Depending on the type of absorber, these systems can
produce water even in the desert. In recent years, the use of
absorption technology to produce water from air humidity has
been the subject of research by prestigious scientic centers in
the world. As mentioned, one of the inexpensive absorbents are
hygroscopic salts, such as LiCl or CaCl2, which can absorb water
at low relative humidity. But these salts tend to liquefy (they
liquefy by absorbing moisture from the air), which leads to
leakage and ultimately causes corrosion of the water production
unit. To overcome this problem, salt impregnation on a porous
matrix has been proposed, but with only limited success in
preventing material leakage and agglomeration of salt particles.
Another proposed option is to use concentrated salt solutions
that act as liquid adsorbents, but they usually require a complex
apparatus, high capital costs, and careful management. Silica
gels are also known as moisture absorbers, but these materials
do not have the ability to absorb water vapor in low relative
humidity. Zeolites are also known as hydrophilic materials, but
they require a lot of energy for the desorption stage. While most
of the proposed adsorbents do not have the ability to absorb
moisture in a dry and desert environment, metal–organic
frameworks (MOF) can be suitable candidates for this purpose.
These materials have high chemical stability in water, suitable
hydrophilicity, adjustable pore diameter and high specic
surface area, and can collect water from dry air with low energy
consumption.
4.2 Basic challenges

Studies have shown that:
C MOF structures can be designed to have an appropriate

balance between hydrophobic and hydrophilic moieties. In
such a way that it is so hydrophilic that it can absorb water
vapor in low relative humidity, and it is also so hydrophobic that
it desorbs the absorbed water with the minimum required
energy.

C MOFs due to the thermal and chemical stability of their
structures, in hundreds of adsorption and desorption cycle
experiments, they are still stable in water and maintain their
structure.

C TheMOF powder is not 100% exposed to air and therefore
the full absorption potential of the MOF is not used in the water
absorption cycle. As a result, MOF adsorbents still have the
potential to multiply their water output, provided that the MOF
materials are maximally exposed to air with appropriate
substrate embedding.

C By using MOF-based water absorbent devices, we have the
potential to provide potable water at any time of the year and
10302 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 10273–10307
with any type of weather. With the development and progress of
these systems, the current problem of the world, which is the
lack of drinking water, can be solved because these systems can
be easily provided to all people who live in urban or rural areas,
as well as remote parts of the world.
4.3 Looking to the future

To develop this science, the following topics can be suggested:
C Investigation of various parameters on the synthesis of

MOFs in order to achieve greater porosity, lower cost and faster
speed.

C The synthesis of MOFs has always been associated with
high energy and cost. Therefore, if we can replace toxic mate-
rials such as DMF, and use water as a solvent in the synthesis,
we can reduce costs on an industrial scale. This has been done
in the synthesis of aluminum fumarate MOF.

C Investigating the parameters affecting the hydrophilicity
and hydrophobicity of MOFs to achieve combined hydrophi-
licity and hydrophobicity and faster absorption and desorption.

C Construction and design of MOF-based atmospheric
water production device with the installation of a suitable
substrate so that MOF materials are maximally exposed to air
and absorb with low energy.

C According to the new generation of active devices,
obtaining absorbent material with fast absorption kinetics can
lead us to higher efficiency and more water production per day.

C Another point is to use a desiccant that can not only be
stable in several absorption and desorption cycles, but also not
lose its absorption capacity and water absorption and desorp-
tion have little effect on MOFs cavities.

C Asmentioned, the design of the active device canmultiply
the efficiency, however, the control of semi-continuous systems
is very complicated, especially when solar energy is used,
because it varies during the day and night.

C In the selection of the adsorbent, the kinetics of removal
is also very important, because with the change of input energy,
the speed of water removal can change and has an important
effect on the nal yield.
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